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Proposal for Institutional Access to the “Mastering PubMed: Basics” Course
About the Course:
Key Features:
1. Eleven video lectures
2. Integrated timely knowledge check points (MCQ Assessments)
3. Sequential learning to ensure completion
4. ‘Ask The Expert’ feature to raise a question any time to the faculty
5. One year mentoring support (Through webinars)
6. Unlimited access to lectures for 1 year
7. Summative examination (On completion)
8. Certification
Course Objectives:


Understand the importance of learning to search literature correctly



Retrieve relevant results and save time



Narrow down search results, when there are too many, and broaden them when there
are too few



Save search strategies for future use, and search results in different formats for specific
uses

Detailed curriculum and objectives can be accessed at: www.mediknit.org/qmed
Course Dissemination Plan:
We suggest provision of access to the course for all students / health professionals in your
institution. We also offer certification in collaboration with your institution. With this
certification, the acceptance and reach will be higher and will help with the motto of
ensuring use of the right searching methods, and minimal time wastage in this activity.
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Course Financials:
The actual cost of the course, per learner is 5000/- INR. However, we have flexible plans for
engaging with larger organizations. Every plan is valid for one year from the date of
payment.
Plans 1-3 – Valid for all members/users of an institution. The Institution makes the
payment.
Plan 1: Organisation with Members/Users more than 1000
Plan 2: Organisation with Members/Users 501-1000
Plan 3: Organisation with Members/Users between 101-500

Rs. 2,70,000
Rs. 2,30,000
Rs. 1,70,000

Plans 4-5 – Valid for small groups. One person from a group collects from all and pays,
OR ensures that each one has paid individually.
Plan 4: Group access for 5-25 Members
Plan 5: Group access for 26-100 Members

10% Disc/User
Rs 1750/User

Requirements from the Institution
1. The Institution provides its logo for inclusion in the certificate
2. The Institution carries information about the course on its website, for spreading
awareness
Requirements from Participants for Enrolling
1. Filling up our form on www.mediknit.org/qmed
2. Uploading a scanned copy of their institutional id
3. For group access, one individual from the group has to coordinate with Mediknit, by
collecting the money from all, making payment to Mediknit and providing the name, email
id, and mobile no of each individual
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